
Concrete Mirrors

Your concrete surfaces 
may experience ‘temporary 
water retention.’ If a spill 
of water or condensation 
from a glass sits on the 
concrete for a period of 
time, a small amount 
of the water might be 
absorbed into the concrete. 

This will make the concrete appear slightly darker in that area. 
We refer to this as ‘shadowing’. Not to worry, this isn’t a stain. 
As the water dries out any ‘shadowing’ from the water will 
disappeared. 

No cleaning products are required to lift the moisture, simply 
wipe away any excess water and leave the concrete to dry 
out. Please note this is specific to water spills. To clean up 
other liquids follow the instructions in Tips #1 and #3.
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Please carefully read the information below to learn how to best care for your concrete mirror.

The layers of sealant we apply to the concrete frame of your 
mirror can be damaged by harsh chemical based and citrus 
based cleaning products. Make sure you clean the concrete 
frame with a mild detergent or water based solution.  We 
recommend using Koh’s Universal Cleaner. 

Clean your 
concrete surface 

with a damp 
cloth and a non-

abrasive, light 
solvent or water-

based solution 

Glass cleaners can be used to clean the glass component of 
your mirror. Take care to avoid spraying the cleaner directly 
on the concrete or letting the cleaner drip onto the concrete 
component of your mirror. Glass cleaners tend to contain 
alkaline which can stain the concrete’s sealant. 

For best care 
wipe up any 
splashes or 
spills from 

general 
bathroom use.

The layers of sealant we apply to the concrete frame of your 
mirror can be damaged by the alcohol glass cleaners which 
are usually alcohol based. Be sure to wipe the frame down 
with a dry cloth after everything has been cleaned.
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Be cautious to not 
leave the glass 

cleaning product 
sitting on the concrete 

frame

Take care with 
glass cleaner
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Cleaner

For the Concrete

Use a soft cloth to wipe away any general spills from items 
such as toothpaste or shaving cream.  Avoid using scour 
pads or rough cloths as concrete and glass are not scratch 
resistant.

For the Glass

In the years to come, your concrete piece will further develop its unique character as it progresses through its natural 
patina. Blend’s concrete pieces are sealed with high quality sealants to protect the concrete surface from staining and 

scratching. Our concrete surfaces require minimal upkeep. 
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